expression of interest

As P2P-Evangelist my interest lies especially on the distributed social web. This interest extends genuinely to the web of things.
I represent the following initiatives: IOTPeople.eu, gatesense.com, ouishare.net, labs.ouishare.net, agoracollective.org, jolocom.com

Open standards and technologies of interest are:
HTML5, CSS, Javascript, RDF, Node.js, LDP, WebID, Web Access Control, CoAP, CBOR

my access point:

Data is everywhere. Nowadays, everything we do -- from managing the efficiency of the heating in our home, to a run in the park -- can leverage the power of data through tracking, mapping, tracing, storing, analyzing and cross-referencing of information. And with the rise of sensors, the internet of things, mobile usage and increasingly powerful social networks, the quantities of data and rate it’s being produced is accelerating exponentially. Put simply there’s so much noise.

Data is unsorted and unregulated, and platforms with mutually beneficial data sets remain disconnected. Information remains largely inaccessible, unreadable, and unusable for those seeking to leverage it. Whether that’s a curious researcher, or a business professional, it’s a nightmare.

The distributed Social Web is a high level concept for users’ personal contacts, projects, information and disparate APIs, as well as from sensors and devices from the Internet of Things.

Our research focuses on use cases that depend on linked data and relationships between people, things and data.
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